
THE LOST SCENE
Garden with critical visuals



Overall section
(inside view)

Metaphoric device 1.
Native trees (cut down)

Metaphoric device 2.
measuring �ags

What will visitors feel
when they watch scene is dissapered by pressing buzzer ?

Metaphoric device 4.
“buzzer experience”

Native wild plants

What will visitors feel
when they see sections of fallen trees ?

Metaphoric device 3.
analogue screen �ipped over by pressing buzzer

Main theme is motivated from various scenes of divided nature, particularly by linear vehicle road. 
It is assumed that these scenes are resulted on basis of economic logic. 
�is direct approach could be advantageous for development 
but would be disadvantageous for interacting with nature. 

Based on this point of view, 
the designer tries to present riskiness of such approach by suggesting two di�erent scenerios. 

First, the outside scenery shows a peaceful and beautiful landscape connected with bu�er zones 
around an assigned site as if this garden has been a part of place originally.
A grading plan is prepared and native wild plants are used symbolic of the Canadian natural landscape.

Contrasting this inside scape is a scene showing destroyed nature with some metaphoric devices. 

Most of all, asphalt road represents destruction of nature by human activity. 
�e fallen tall tress at the entry space imply that they are cut down from construction. 

�e following main space shows the exposed inner soil surface 
including measuring �ags, analogue screens and buzzers. 
Measuring �ags are allusive devices that depict this type of constuction carried out all around world 
and in�nitum unless we stop ourseleves.

�e screen is basically a printed �gure of real nature and 
when a visitor presses the buzzer in front of it, the scene disappears.
�rough the buzzer experience, the designer intends people to realize our choices were very ciritical in the past 
and will be also in the future, so take our mother nature very carefully. 

Planting Guide Facilities
- Inside plant (entrance)
 ; native trees (cut down) such as 
   Betula cordifolia,
   Quercus alba, Tilia americana,
   Ulmus americana

Layout plan
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measuring �ags 
stainless steel buzzers
�ip disk screens
asphalt concrete paving

- Outside plant (planted slope, low mounding, meadow)
 ; native wild plants 
   connected to surrounded space such as
   Taraxacum o�cinale, Agoseris Spp. , Polygonum Spp.
   Stellaria Media, Cichorium Intybus, Trifolium Spp.
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Metaphoric scenario Experience 

Metaphoric device 1. 
native trees (cut down)

Metaphoric device 2. 
measuring �ags

Metaphoric device 3. 
buzzer 

Metaphoric device 4. 
�ip disk screen


